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What is a professional doctorate?
‘A programme of advanced study and research which, whilst satisfying university
criteria for the award of a doctorate, is designed to meet the specific needs of a
professional group external to the university, and which develops the capability of
individuals to work within a professional context.’
UKCGE, 2002: 62

Gill and Hoppe (2009) suggest that professional
doctorates are a vital element in the wider research
ecology and should not be viewed as a poor substitute
for a PhD.

To its surprise, HEFCE discovered that individuals rather
than employers are funding professional doctorates in
England (Mellors-Bourne et al., 2016).
http://www.hefce.ac.uk/pubs/rereports/Y
ear/2016/profdoc/Title,107344,en.html

Some numbers…
Growing trend in PD provision in the UK – particularly in post ’92
universities
• Total of 320 PD programmes identified in the UK
• 86 out of the 123 UK institutions offer PD programmes
• 38 institutions offering 48 DBA programmes
• Approx. 2600 enrolments with highest mean numbers in DBA
(Mellors-Bourne et.al., 2016)

Our perspectives
Yusra Mouzughi
• 8 years’ experience Doctoral
Programme provision
• Set up DBA for LJMU
• Inaugural Chair of the ABS DBA
steering group
• Over 18 PhD/DBA completions
to date
• Extensive experiences with
doctoral students from the Gulf

Julie Davies
• Earned PhD at Warwick Business
School – transfer from OU EdD
• Organised annual ABS doctoral
symposia
• Teaching on DBA module
• Researching autoethnographic
methods on DBAs, the doctoral
journey and guidance on ethics
for the student and audience

Context – business schools

Lockhart and Stablein (2002) emphasize the importance of DBAs for enhancing practitioners’ research
capabilities and connecting academia with practice without compromising outputs from either.

Research focus
• How does supervision of professional doctorates differ from traditional
supervisor-supervisee relationships for emerging economy students?
• E.g. how would you supervise a Minister of Education on a DBA whose
research will steer national HE policy in a rich Gulf state?
• Our contribution: internationalisation of professional doctorates and power
differentials in the superviser/supervisee relationship

Styles of Doctoral Supervision

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/4ArM6Rb6y6I/Uuj4BhrF5qI/AAAAAAAAASI/gaqa4SKgrGE/s1600/Picture3.gif

“The good old days……”
• When PhD students were apprentices to the Professor
• When PhD students were the chosen few
• When PhD students were an extension of the Professors’ research interests
• When PhD students were local native speakers……

“…..are gone!”
• The reality of Doctoral studies is very different now
• It is no longer simply PhDs which were a known quantity
• The rise of Professional Doctorates has added a new dimension
• Doctoral students are no longer an “extension of the Prof” but have
careers and individual research interests
• Doctoral students provide a lucrative income stream for universities

Pilot study comments
• It’s quite tricky when you supervise a government official who’s used to giving orders
• I had a brilliant Arab woman student whose husband always sat in on our supervision
sessions
• The student felt it was politically incorrect to report the thesis findings
• The parents of an Asian student kept writing to ask how he was progressing – I felt quite
intimidated when this student kept demanding deferrals
• I really wasn’t used to working with female professors and we had two running our DBA
workshops
• It was daunting to think that the outcome of the thesis was to change national policy
• It’s can be more interesting but more emotionally fraught than dealing with younger PhD
students on traditional career paths. You must have tough love – assertiveness is key.

Key issues
• Power differentials, ethics – Bell & Bryman (2007) discussed self-harm for management researchers
• Expert supervisor, executive student
• Student’s socialisation into scholarship, the rules of the game, typically mid career, standards, deadlines
• Supervisor’s respect for great access to data, time pressures
• Both are boundary spanners, in hyphenated spaces
• Gender issues, national, occupational culture differences
• Squeezing student’s brain ‘into the size of a pea’ cf polymathic day job
• Organisational and policy implications – impact on practice – a privilege and a peril – responsible supervision, potential
for self-harm

Split personality supervision styles
• Changing trends in expectations
• Different cultural norms
• Global universities
• Online/virtual supervision
• Evidence based skills accumulation
• Varying measures of success (thesis/ publications/ impact)
• PD supervisory capacity

Being more innovative… and international
• New models of supervision – international contexts / culturally
sensitive
• Closer links with industry / employers
• Bespoke PD supervisor training
• A focus on PD research outputs
• Early capture of impact

Key arguments
Supervisors of candidates on professional doctoral programmes who
are international senior or mid-career working executives should be
aware of asymmetries in expertise, power and access to data. These
candidates must respect boundaries and the rules of the game in
scholarship as boundary spanners, executive-researchers operating
in hyphen-spaces (Cunliffe and Karunanayake, 2011).

Future research and publication plans
Survey and interview dyads of supervisors-supervisees
alone and together (current and past students)
Higher Education Research & Development;
Higher Education, Studies in Higher Education
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